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Economist Rashid Sumaila recently responded to the paper by Trevor Branch and
colleagues in the journal Nature:
The trophic fingerprint of marine fisheries’ (Nature, 468, 431-435, 2010), has
intensified the debate on how best to measure the impact of commercial fishing on
ocean biodiversity: Is catch data useful in telling us what is happening in the ocean
or do we need stock assessment information in order to say something meaningful?
As an economist, I cannot contribute to this debate but I can ask some questions:
What conclusion does one come to if one uses one or the other of these
approaches?If one ends up with the same conclusion then the debate is only of
academic interest. If the conclusions reached are different, what are the potential
costs to the world should one or the other be incorrect? In general, proponents of
the use of stock assessments for measuring the ‘health’ of ocean fish populations,
led by Ray Hilborn of the University of Washington, conclude that ocean fish
populations are doing just fine, while those who use catch data, spearheaded by
Daniel Pauly of the University of British C olumbia, come to the conclusion that
global fish stocks are in bad shape. Depending on which of these two camps wins
the argument, the world would either stick to the status quo and continue to
manage global fisheries as we currently do, or the world community would double
its efforts to manage global fisheries sustainably. Should the former conclusion turn
out to be incorrect, the world would have saved some costs by continuing to fish
without further management restrictions, with the consequence that ocean
biodiversity would be eroded further, thereby supplying less and less fish with time.
On the other hand, if the latter turns out to be incorrect, the world would have
incurred unnecessary cost due to stricter management but would have an ocean
rich in biodiversity that is capable of supplying fish into the future.
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A comparative study of the in vitro bioaccesibility of ?-3-oils (salmon oil, SO; tuna
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3-concentrates in the form of EEs.
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The FDA Enforcement Report is published weekly by the Food and Drug
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Administration. It contains information on actions taken in connection with agency
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Wikileaks uncovers
secret whaling
agreement between U.S.
and Japan involving Sea
Shepherd
Worldwide Recent
Wikileaks cables have
exposed classified material
which shows that Japan
was willing to reduce
whaling in Antarctic waters
in exchange for the U.S.
acting against the Sea
Shepherd C onservation
Society.
Officials hope Fish
Fight will help cause
against discards
United Kingdom Fisheries
Secretary Richard
Lochhead is using C hef
Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall's TV
programme Fish Fight on
wasteful fish discards as an
opportunity to describe
Scotland’s measures on the
issue.
Installion of
innovative cobia marine
farm to take place
Mexico With an investment
of USD 1.6 million, the first
offshore farm for breeding
cobia (Rachycentron
canadum) was put into
operation in the village of
Sisal, in southeastern
Mexico.
Uncertainty ahead of
2011 squid season
Argentina The limited
presence of squid (Illex
argentinus) at mile 201,
outside the exclusive
economic zone is of
concern to the local squid
jigger fleet, which fear that
something similar might
happen this year in national
waters.
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